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The Tragedie of Julius Caesar dates from around 1599, and was first published by Heminge and Condell as the sixth play in the
Tragedies section of their First Folio of 1623. The Folio text is thus the only authoritative text of the play and has been the basis of all
later editions. Julius Caesar is also a particularly clean text with few obvious errors and comparatively few points where conjectural
readings are called for. There is ample evidence of thematic ambiguity in the play, an ambiguity which the play's editorial and theatrical
history has sought to smooth over. The editorial resol The Tragedy of Julius Caesar: With New and Updated Critical Essays and a
Revised Bibliography (Signet Classic Shakespeare) by WilliamShakespeare, WilliamRosen, Barbara Rosen. The Tragedy of Julius
Caesar: With New and Updated Critical Essays and a Revised Bibliography (Signet Classic Shakespeare). Julius Caesar is a tragedy,
and it deals intensively with politics. Its title has aroused some surprise over the years, since Caesar only appears in a few scenes (his
ghost appears later, but interestingly Plutarch does not even say it is Caesarâ€™s ghost that Brutus sees). It is rather like calling
Macbeth the Tragedy of Duncan. Yet the play does certainly show us the tragedy of Caesar, carried away by his new powers and killed
by his closest friend; and it shows at the same time the tragedy of Brutus, a great man whose rationale for political assassination leads
only to personal and national d

